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SUMMARY 

With over 20 years in web and app development, I now specialize in generative AI and NLP. I have consistently delivered 
quality solutions across various sectors, ensuring strong support for teams, stakeholders, and clients. 

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 

To build teams of technology enthusiasts delivering quality work on time and budget. Sourcing talent, planning and 
executing technology projects, managing multicultural agile teams in English and Spanish, while keeping stakeholders in 
the loop. AI Front-end and back-end programming, low code and no code. Platform agnostic. Learning new tech 
constantly professionally and as a hobby.   

EDUCATION 
Systems Analyst at IAC 1996 - 1999 
Fluent in English and Spanish 

 
2013-2023  |  BYTERY LLC  |  FOUNDER 
As the founder of Bytery.com, a successful software design and development studio, I led a team that worked with 
numerous high-profile clients, including Mercedes-Benz, Garmin, Hakkasan Group, and Tao Group. Over the course of 
my tenure, I managed multiple projects simultaneously, delivering exceptional results on time and within budget. My 
latest project is a SaaS AI chatbot that allows clients to chat with their data with Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) 
AI | LLM | GENERATIVE AI | RAG | NLP | PRIVATEGPT | OLLAMA | PINECONE | LANGCHAIN | OPENAI | HTML5 | CSS3 | JS | BASH | PYTHON | LINUX 

|  AWS  | CLOUD | LAMP | RAILS | ADOBE | MYSQL | AWS AMPLIFY | DOCKER | SELENIUM | GIT |  SASS | HAML |  PHP | WORDPRESS | NODE |  ROR  

2013-2020  |  VENUEDRIVER/HAKKASAN GROUP  |  FRONT END ENGINEER  
I played a critical role in enhancing the online presence of major restaurants and nightlife venues in Las Vegas, as well as 
supporting the development of an internal system designed to streamline ticket sales and venue management. I worked 
on numerous projects, including deploying cutting-edge technology stacks and launching new websites. Among our 
clients were superstar DJs like Calvin Harris, Steve Aoki, Armin Van Buuren, Kaskade, Tiesto, and many others, for whom I 
provided top-tier backend support to ensure seamless performance and user experience. 
HTML5 | CSS3 | JS | BASH |  AWS  | CLOUD | LAMP | RAILS | ADOBE | AWS AMPLIFY | SERVERLESS | DOCKER | GIT |  SASS | HAML | GRUNT | PHP | 
WORDPRESS | NODE | REDIS | RUBY |  JIRA   

2010-2013  |  FREELANCE  |  WEBSTARS UK LTD  |  GPS CITY GARMIN  |  WEB DESIGNER  
White label freelance work for clients from digital agencies to ecommerce stores, web design and development. 
HTML | CSS | UI/UX DESIGN | ADOBE PHOTOSHOP |  LAMP |  MYSQL | SUPPORT | NEWSLETTERS | WORDPRESS  | PHP 

1999-2010  |  INVESTARS.COM  |  SENIOR ADVISOR  
As a member of a dot-com era startup, successfully implemented a platform to bring transparency to Wall Street's analyst 
recommendations developing bleeding-edge charting software,  offering institutional-grade data to retail users, enabling 
to make informed investment decisions. 
XHTML | CSS | JS | ADOBE PHOTOSHOP |  SOURCEOFFSITE  | ASP | IIS | MSSQL | FLASH | ACTIONSCRIPT | .NET | PHP
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